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OVERVIEW

Transform your business with the power of integrated, real-time data in the palm of your hand. Only from V.Group.

ShipSure 2.0 is the marine digital platform for everyone committed to the safe and efficient operation of vessels. Delivering data driven insight to your desktop and mobile devices globally, ShipSure 2.0 informs decision making in real-time, handing you the digital advantage to strengthen safety, operational, crewing and financial performance across your fleet.
The Marine Digital Platform

As a V.Group client, ShipSure 2.0 gives you and your teams exclusive and secure access to data from across your business, vessels and entire fleet. Easily accessible on Windows PCs and on your iOS or Android devices wherever you are, ShipSure 2.0 is a flexible, transparent marine digital platform for growth and sustainability.
Expert management
Offering unmatched levels of control and transparency, ShipSure 2.0 has the power to transform your business and how you view the world of ship management. Developed 100% in-house by V.Group’s marine services experts and on our wholly owned IT stack for complete flexibility, the holistic, integrated and joined-up nature of ShipSure 2.0 results in a state-of-the-art platform to maximise value from your relationship with V.Group and your marine assets.

Data without limits
ShipSure 2.0 is an evolving and persistent online service for V.Group clients and is now available on iOS and Android tablets and smartphones. Designed with a focus on ease-of-use and with connection to any terrestrial or maritime communications network, ShipSure 2.0 mobile apps give you top-line and granular data, ensuring you have the information needed to make informed decisions globally. By taking ShipSure 2.0 out of the office and providing secure access to your data, you retain complete control and transparency wherever you are. With ShipSure 2.0 in the palm of your hand, data driven insight is always at your fingertips.

Key benefits
✔ Control
Manage assets effectively with all the data you need in the palm of your hand

✔ Insight
Drive performance improvements assuring safe, efficient and profitable operations

✔ Flexibility
Make business critical decisions using real time data in the office and when travelling

✔ Transparency
Experience unmatched clarity and oversight of your partnership with V.Group
ShipSure 2.0 is divided into four key segments, each with their own suite of modules that provide access to automated and manual input data, updated in real-time, 24/7. While each module delivers the data driven insight you need to drive performance improvements, integration between diverse data-sets gives you and your teams a powerful platform for analysing and defining trends to transform your business.

- **Marine** – manage your marine assets, safety, compliance and operational performance
- **Procurement** – keep control with detailed views of your ships procurement cycle
- **Crewing (Marine Manpower)** – supports the full operational and finance cycle of Marine HR
- **Finance** – Provides overview and in-depth financial information in real-time
# ShipSure 2.0: The complete marine enterprise platform

ShipSure functions are fully integrated to deliver unique insight into all areas of your marine and financial operations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MOBILE APPLICATIONS</th>
<th>BI DASHBOARDS &amp; PORTALS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owners</td>
<td>Superintendent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MARINE
Manage your marine assets in real time, create work instructions, review planned maintenance, instruct certification, review activity and manage technical documentation.

## PROCUREMENT
Seafarers on-board requisition goods or services. Buyers obtains these orders using automated interfaces with suppliers and arrange delivery to the ship at an appropriate port.

## CREWING
Comprehensive Marine Manpower platform designed to support the full lifecycle of crew management covering: Recruit, Plan and Propose, Approve, Assign, On Board and Retain.

## FINANCE
Providing real-time P&L visibility of vessels, fleets and businesses. Automated invoice payment with three way matching, real-time budget visibility.

### Users in focus

VGroup has developed ShipSure 2.0 mobile apps with hundreds of modules for a diverse user-base, with data-access clearly segregated to ensure the right people receive the right information. All apps and modules support modern flexible working practices whilst increasing service coverage and responsiveness.

- ShipSure Customer Mobile App for owners
- ShipSure Superintendent Mobile App for the shore-based fleet team
- ShipSure On-Board Mobile App for the seafarers on the ship
- ShipSure Seafarer Mobile App for engaging with crew on shore
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SUPPORTING OUR CUSTOMERS
The Digital Advantage

In a dynamic and cyclical market, operational, regulatory, financial and environmental pressures have created a thirst for insight and information. Which is why V.Group is committed to delivering world class marine service that enable you to focus on market conditions while we ensure high quality management of your assets and operational business challenges.

ShipSure has been a cornerstone of this for fifteen years, but built on an entirely new IT and data infrastructure, ShipSure 2.0 delivers a wealth of unique and integrated features to help you manage your assets with even more insight and control, with the unique benefit of global mobile access.

By connecting you to all aspects of our marine services on a single digital platform accessible practically anywhere in the world, ShipSure 2.0 cuts straight through to the value and insight that your data can provide, giving you the digital advantage.
Full transparency of day-to-day operations

V.Group believes in transparency. From the moment your asset enters management with V.Group we start collecting, and sharing your data – securely and only with you and your approved team members. Everything from crew information, procurement and location through to safety reporting, fuel consumption, and maintenance and repairs generate data that can transform your business, and through ShipSure 2.0 you can access it anywhere, effectively taking your assets with you wherever you go.
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Discover more about real time ship management

www.shipsure.com